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Abstract 

 

The Box 

 

Katherine Lee Leahy, M.F.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Michelle Habeck 

 

This project explored a new work in the lighting and video area of the 

entertainment industry. This thesis archives the creative process of this specific new 

piece, resulting in a realized and finished work open to the public. The Box opened in the 

Oscar Brockett Theater on the University of Texas at Austin campus on March 19, 2012, 

and ran from 10 am to 7 pm for three days. The Box was an installation piece of art that 

told a story. This seemingly simple structure of a large black box contained a surprising 

inner life. The sculpture had an opening cut into its side, which upon entering transports 

the viewer into a space with a modified perspective. More than one person can view the 

piece at a time. Visitors entered the box and became immersed in a world of manipulated 

lighting, video, and sound. Characters existed in the form of animated light, color, and 

audio. These characters expressed elemental energies of air, fire, earth, and water that 

communicated primal emotions. The Box wove a narrative fabricated from lighting, 

animation, sound, and manipulation of perspective, without using traditional methods of 
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storytelling such as actors or speech. While The Box was on display, viewers visited 

multiple times and interacted with the environment in different ways. Dancers danced in 

The Box, actors delivered monologues, and some viewers simply lay on the floor and 

became part of the art itself. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

My first visit to the Milwaukee Art Museum was a revelation. I have always been 

an enthusiastic museum visitor having grown up in the shadow of the Smithsonian 

Institution.  A new exhibit is always a delight. Art museums are temples where artists and 

art appreciators alike pay homage to the visions of their fellow human creators. I relish 

the hush of halls while visitors contemplate the compositions before them.  

In a large white room, set off by itself, I came across Stanley Landsman’s Walk-In 

Infinity Chamber, 1968. It is a large wooden black box, with a short set of stairs along the 

side that leads inwards through a black curtain. Inside was a room lined with mirrors and 

lights that form an illusion of unending space. 

 

Illustration 1: Stanley Landsman (American, 1930–1984). Walk-In Infinity Chamber, 

1968. 
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Landsman describes his piece as such, “It’s a room you walk into, and it’s like 

being with God. There’s no space in there, yet there’s the sensation of infinite space.” 

Inside the chamber, I felt weightless. It is very dark, yet the 6000 small lights twinkle 

with every move of the eye, creating sensations of vertigo and transcendence.  

It was Landsman’s chamber that became the inspiration for The Box. I wanted to 

create a structure that would belie the feeling of boundless space contained within. But as 

a lighting designer, I felt it needed a modern update. Robert Edmond Jones said that “the 

business of workers in the theatre is, as I see it, to express a timeless theme by means of 

the tools of one’s own time.” I set out to incorporate contemporary technology inside The 

Box, using not only simple light bulbs, but also high definition projection and video 

content played on color LEDs. Using these elements, with the added layer of audio, I 

would create an immersive world that would tell stories. All contained within a large, 

black box. 

This paper stands as documentation of The Box and the creative and technical 

process from which it emerged. The Box was open to the public from March 19
th

 through 

March 21
st
, 2012, in the Oscar Brockett Theater at the University of Texas at Austin.  
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Chapter 2: Shaping the Space 

THE EXTERIOR 

 The Oscar Brockett Theater at the University of Texas at Austin is considered a 

black box theater. In modern theater language, a black box theater is an experimental 

theater that usually consists of a plain, unadorned performance space, commonly a large 

square room with black walls and a flat floor. Seating can often be manipulated into 

various configurations, or as in the case of The Box, removed almost entirely.  

 The format of the experience of The Box began as primarily sculptural in nature. 

A viewer entered the Brockett Theater. In the center of the room was a 12 foot wide by 

12 foot high black box. The theater was dimly lit, with only the facing of the box 

illuminated. The Box itself was painted matte black with a subtle gloss paint treatment 

that faded from the bottom to the top. 

 

 

Illustration 2: Initial rendering of The Box. 
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Illustration 3: Exterior of The Box seen from the entrance of the Brockett Theater. 

 Upon entering the installation space, the viewer is able to hear sounds coming 

from within The Box. The sound varied greatly. Sounds were of the natural world, such as 

water dripping, wind blowing, heartbeats and breathing. Other sounds were digitized and 

percussive. Viewers inside The Box could be heard talking to one another.  The relative 

large size of The Box, combined with the dimly lit space and the peculiar soundtrack 

created a mood in the room that was both ominous and exciting. The viewer’s rising 

curiosity caused him to explore the space further, finding a passageway into The Box, lit 
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by a shaft of light. This gateway led the viewer through a lighted tunnel to the altered 

sensory world within.  

 

 

Illustration 4: The opening in The Box. 
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THE INTERIOR 

 

 

Illustration 5: Top view of the interior of The Box 

 

The interior of The Box was completely hidden from the outside observer. When a 

viewer entered The Box, he encountered three walls upon which a light emitting diode  

(LED) net was mounted and from which various shaped and colored light bulbs were 

hung. The floor of The Box was painted metallic silver. From above, a projector plays 

imagery onto the floor of The Box, meticulously programmed into three specific 

storytelling sequences.  Hidden in the corners of The Box were speakers. On the floor 

were three dark gray padded stools in the shape of a cube, as well as two gray bar height 

seats with backs. These stools provided an additional projection surface as well as some 

physical comfort for viewers. A fully automated wordless visual narrative played in three 

cycles: Red, Blue, and Green. Each Cycle had its own story arc which was programmed 
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to an original soundscape score. Upon completion of the third narrative section, the 

looped sequence began again. A viewer who entered at any given point could stay for as 

long as they wished, experiencing the stories again and again. Conversely, a viewer could 

leave at any time without experiencing the complete piece. With each viewing and 

increased familiarity with the Cycles, a deeper appreciation of the connections between 

the three color sections was understood. Viewers communed with the environment of the 

interior of The Box in exciting and often surprising ways. 

 

 

 

Illustration 5: The interior of The Box during Green Cycle. 
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Illustration 6: Visitors inside The Box during Green Cycle. 

 

LIGHTING SOURCES IN THE INTERIOR OF THE BOX 

 

 Three primary lighting sources were used inside The Box to create the narratives 

of the three color Cycles. They consisted of a single video projector, twenty Chroma Q 
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Color Webs, and forty-seven house hold light bulbs. The primary source of lighted image 

was the high resolution video projection. The images were projected onto the metalolic 

floor serving as the primary source of visual narrative. The projector was mounted in the 

theater’s catwalk located directly above The Box and its image angled with a mirror to fill 

the entire floor area. The video interacts with the Color Web LED walls and the lighted 

bulbs within the structure along with the soundscape to flesh out the full narrative.   

 

 

Illustration 7: The projected video image on the floor of The Box. 

 

 The secondary lighting source was a medium resolution LED Color Web 250 

made by Chroma Q. Twenty LED Color Web 250 panels were used. These three-color 

LED panels were configured to run the length of the three walls of the interior of The 
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Box. Twenty panels created an LED grid that was 33’-0” long by 6’-0” high. These 

panels were capable of playing back preprogrammed medium resolution video that was 

meticulously programmed to interact with the soundscape and other lighted sources to a 

specified time track.  

 

 

Illustration 8: A single Chroma Q Color Web 250 panel, measuring 1 meter square. 

 

 The tertiary source of light in The Box was that of a series of custom tailored 

common light bulbs. There were three different types of lamps. They were selected for 

shape, size and quality of filament then hand colored by the artist. These sources float on 

the periphery of the upper reaches of the interior of The Box. Some are located directly in 

front of the Color Webs, others are located behind the Color Webs, and some are located 

above. These sources were most familiar to the audience as common household lamps, 

but seemed inherently alien when taken in context with their high tech surroundings. The 

red bulbs were ovoid radio lamps with a coiling filament that hung at various heights 
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against the walls. The blue bulbs were small globular lamps that were mounted onto the 

walls themselves, behind the Color Webs. The green bulbs were long and tubular, and 

were hung against the walls among the red bulbs. The varied placement of the bulbs 

relative to the color webs was designed to create a greater sense of depth and skewed 

perspective within the context of the overall space. 

 

 

Illustration 9: The three types and colors of light bulbs. 
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Chapter 3: Shaping the Content 

LIGHT AS CHARACTER 

 

Light itself can be construed as having personality and character. The role of 

Tinkerbell from the staged play of Peter Pan is a classic example. She traditionally 

consists entirely of a followspot focused on the stage in a tight beam or a spot of intense 

color emitted from a laser pointer. She has no actual dialogue, but her presence is readily 

accepted by the audience. The viewers anthropomorphize the Tinkerbell light as having 

human emotions and personality. The Box capitalized on the innate tendency of an 

audience to humanize abstract imagery and visual stimuli in an environment devoid of 

human actors. A lone projected animation on the floor began each new Cycle. Because 

these projections were the highest resolution, the floor became the focal point of the arc 

of each Cycle’s story. The Color Webs contributed contrast on the vertical walls, creating 

the next layer of visual imagery. They often mimicked the imagery of the projection and 

continued the idea of the space that was begun on the floor. The light bulbs were used in 

multiple ways as characters. The bulbs would play during their relative color Cycle and 

also intrude into other Cycles. In this way, a resolution continuum from high resolution 

projection to medium resolution LEDs to low resolution light bulbs painted the floor and 

walls of The Box.  Imagery that began in the projection leaked onto the Color Webs then 

was answered by the light bulbs, creating a deeper immersion into the world of The Box. 

Often the reverse was also true, and imagery would begin from “the top down” so to 

speak, flowing from bulb to Color Web to floor projection and back again.  
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COLOR AS CHARACTER 

 

 Color is a tremendously potent instrument for triggering the imagination. 

 -- Richard Pilbrow  

  

 The human body is affected physiologically by color. In Zelanski and Fisher’s 

Color, research has found that: 

 

red wavelengths stimulate the heart, the circulation, and the adrenal glands, 

increasing strength and stamina…Green lights. . . promote relaxation and healing 

. . . blue wavelengths . . . bring cooling and soothing effects, and lower blood 

pressure. 

  

 In creating the content for The Box, I wished to use the primary colors of additive 

light as the skeleton for my abstracted story. These colors are red, blue, and green. 

Certain symmetry began to emerge as I explored the various ways to tell a story using 

only light. I had decided on three lighting sources and three colors; three colors that 

resonated with my training as a lighting designer and also has primitive and visceral 

meaning to humanity. I knew I wanted my story to loop endlessly, so each color Cycle 

would need to loop back onto itself even as it gave way to the next color. Each Cycle 

became an endless story of awareness, existence, intrusion of the next color, copulation, 

birth, loss, death, and rebirth of consciousness. Separate cultures associate different 

emotional responses to certain colors, but for the sake of this project which was presented 
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to a predominately American audience, I drew upon my own Western culture to 

manipulate the emotional impact of different hues.  

The Red Cycle came to encompass the cosmos, space, the sun, blood, heartbeats, 

breathing, death, anger, pain, fear, passion, sex, a red giant, heat, fire, supernova, 

quickening of life, stirring of guts, viscera, alerts, flash, rock and roll, metals, activity, 

and frenetic energy. In The Primary Colors, Alexander Theroux writes that red “is a color 

with a strange gigantic life, an enigma encompassing everything from sunsets to the 

roseate tint of our insides.” This Cycle birthed the continuous loop. The animations and 

imagery in the Red Cycle grew from simple geometric shapes to three-dimensional 

visions of floating in space amongst the stars. The cuts and fades between sections in the 

Red Cycle were faster and more syncopated than in the Blue and Green color Cycles. The 

viewer felt constricted by images of closing blood vessels only to be floating in space a 

few seconds later, soon to be spun down a vertigo inducing gravity tunnel with increasing 

speed until he hit bottom. The Red Cycle was the most masculine of the three Cycles, and 

the most unapologetic for its power.  
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Illustration 10: Screen shot from the Red Cycle. 

 The Blue Cycle was much gentler, yet still unforgiving. I wrote blue as the ocean, 

water, rain, calm, serenity, lethargy, depression, whale song, glass, liquid honey, oozing, 

the sky, the sea, familiarity, openness, vastness, sand and stars, memory, the past, 

mountains, mist, dreams, yearning, hope, contemplation, quiet, stillness, potential energy, 

slow power, and comfort. The Blue Cycle content flowed from one section to the next, 

creating slow but powerful dynamics of visuals. Slow dripping ripples and intense 

whirlpools would tip over into twisting floors and unreal skyline perspectives. The Blue 

Cycle was at the same time soothing but anxious of its own likelihood of drowning. 

Theroux writes that blue “like mystery itself, seems to beckon us ever and ever onward, 
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becoming the infinite penetration into the absolute essence – where there is, and can be, 

no end.” 

 

 

Illustration 11: Screen shot from the Blue Cycle. 

 The Green Cycle was playful with a hint of squeamishness. I saw green as the 

planet, insects, earth, soil, warm dirt, growth, steam, leaves, forests, grass, wet mold, 

lichen, moss, birth, regeneration, glass, carpets, softness, envy, bile, guts, sickness, 

queasiness, muggy air, decay, the life cycle, and the universe in balance. As Theroux 

writes in The Secondary Colors, green is “a messenger announcing itself, paradoxically, 

as the hue of both renewal and reproduction or infirmity and illness.” The sections in the 

Green Cycle drifted like breezes, with many layers yielding to imagery underneath. This 
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Cycle had the strongest anthropomorphized characters, with a section involving two balls 

of different colored particulate sparks that entwined in a dance of copulation. The Green 

Cycle also contained two different types of insect imagery that were animated in swarms. 

The differing swarm movements imbued them with positive and negative personalities. 

While the most direct in its behaviors, the Green Cycle was the most diverse in its visual 

imagery. In addition to animation, it was the only Cycle that contained video footage 

from life, although it was heavily modified. The Green Cycle ended the three Cycle loop. 

 

 

Illustration 12: Screen shot from the Green Cycle. 
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Illustration 13: Early sketched script showing the sections of each color Cycle.  
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GENERATING VIDEO CONTENT FOR PROJECTIONS AND COLOR WEBS 

 

 All of the media content was generated in Adobe After Effects. After Effects is 

powerful media editing software that allows the user to manipulate live footage or create 

animated images. The options are endless. I began with a few rough storyboards with pen 

and paper, but quickly learned to sketch within the program itself. The Cycles contained 

seventeen sections each. I animated a short movie for each section, programmed to a 

specific length. Depending on the nature of the Cycle and the imagery, transitions were 

programmed into the short movies, creating a doubled section, or an ending with a fade to 

black. Any fast cuts or additional layers of effects were incorporated in the next step, 

which was to place each short movie section into a longer master Cycle movie.  

 

 

Illustration 14: Screen shot of Green Cycle section in After Effects. 
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I used Sony Vegas to compile all the movies into a Cycle. This allowed me to 

slide sectional movies around according to the soundtrack and our overall time code. 

Each Cycle was rendered into a final movie file completed with audio then uploaded into 

a computer that played the Cycle back through the projector and speakers within The 

Box. 

 

 

Illustration 15: Screen shot of Blue Cycle in Sony Vegas with sound layer. 

Each Cycle began with a thirty second image of a motherboard circuit panel, color 

coordinated to the dominating color in each Cycle. An animated ball of light traced the 

circuitry in different paths in each motherboard panel. This repeating image created an 

introduction to each Cycle piece, giving the viewer a recognizable marker to differentiate 
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between the three Cycles. This reoccurring ball of light was also color coded to each 

Cycle, and had distinct differences in behavior between all three Cycles. It set the mood 

and introduced character for what the viewers were about to experience.  

 

 

Illustration 16: Top view of Red motherboard still. 

 

Illustration 17: Top view of Blue motherboard still. 
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Illustration 18: Top view of Green motherboard still. 

The Color Web videos were made in the same way as the projection videos. I 

sized my video composition in After Effects to match exactly the number of LED nodes I 

had once the Color Webs were configured. I had exactly 320 illuminating RGB nodes, 

which translated to a long rectangular field of 40 pixels wide by 8 pixels high. 
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Illustration 19: After Effects screenshot of a Color Web video. 

The projection animation was the first step of creation. I would generate a few 

sections at a time for one Cycle, and then begin a new set of videos for the Color Web 

sections. By creating two movies for two playback devices at the same time, I was able to 

intertwine the two down to the hundredth of a second of anticipated simultaneous 

interaction.. Imagery would overlap between the projected video and the Color Webs, 

giving The Box a seamless visual quality. 

THE SOUNDTRACK 

 Early in the process of creating The Box, I realized I would need a composer. 

Having an audio track would give my Cycle characters an added dimension that I was 
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incapable of exploring through visual imagery alone. Also important was the sense of life 

of the exterior of The Box itself; not only did it house the Cycles, but it was a structure 

that had its own existential presence. I came into contact with Eli Fieldsteel, a PHD 

composing student in The Butler School of Music at the University of Texas at Austin. 

He was excited by the project, and proved himself to be an incredibly talented composer 

and gracious collaborator. We worked together very well. We used a file sharing program 

to have access to each other’s video and audio files, basically sharing a computer hard 

drive between our two computers.  

After a few initial passes at basic room tones and smaller video clips, we 

established an overall atmosphere for the audio for each Cycle. The Red Cycle was outer 

space: resonant and reverberated, it included the cosmic pings and roars one might 

associate with a moving spaceship. Red also contained the most human sounds of all the 

Cycles. The heartbeats and sounds of rushing blood acknowledged the presence of the 

viewer. When there is no sound in an environment, such as outer space, the only sound a 

conscious being hears is the sound of his body and its functions. The Red Cycle began in 

this way, and then opened up into an exploration of an abstracted cosmos. The Blue 

Cycle was underwater: muted and dampened, it explored an environment both above and 

below sea level. This Cycle was the most hypnotic, containing subtly interwoven 

soundscapes that swept up and down the frequency spectrum. The Green Cycle was air 

and earth: whispering and tinkling, it contained bird song, wind chimes, buzzing insects, 

and dancing harmonics. 

Our method of developing the soundtrack was a creative collaboration. After 

meeting about our initial ideas, I generated the video content for a Cycle and would send 
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it to Eli Fieldsteel. He would score the complete Cycle, and we would meet and screen it. 

We would then modify the Cycle, both visually and aurally, until we were both satisfied. 

Even though the video imagery came first, I reacted in many ways to the soundtrack, 

adding visual effects to complement the soundtrack. With each pass, each Cycle became 

more and more cohesive and successful. 

From the beginning, there was a section in each Cycle over which Eli Fieldsteel 

enjoyed complete creative control. There is a death roar in each Cycle: in Red, it was a 

Scream; in Blue, a Silent Scream; in Green, a Long Exhale. We agreed each should be 20 

seconds long. I sent him no imagery at all for the death roar sections. The visuals would 

feed entirely off of the audio, still keeping within the theme of each Cycle’s color. These 

sections, when viewed by the audience, were successful because of their departure from 

what the viewer had come to accept and expect from the Cycles. Situated towards the end 

of each Cycle, this aural and visual shock functioned as a plot twist. The death roars 

created an element of surprise that garnered a few nervous chuckles from some, gasps 

from others. 

From the exterior, a visitor could hear the muffled soundtrack coming from within 

The Box, imbuing the structure with a life of its own. By allowing a viewer to hear this 

tantalizing preview, I was confident that enough curiosity would be piqued within the 

casual visitor to find the passageway in The Box and experience the whole piece.  

My collaborative process with Eli Fieldsteel was rewarding and thoroughly enjoyable, 

and I look forward to working with him again in the future. 
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Chapter 4: Realization of The Box 

ERECTING THE STRUCTURE 

 

On March 10, 2012, a small army of technical directors, scenic designers, scenic 

painters, electricians, and projection engineers assembled at The University of Texas at 

Austin’s Winship Drama building scenic shop. I had purchased all  construction materials 

the day prior. Led by Nathan Graham and James Ogden, The Box was quickly pieced 

together and erected. I was thrilled at the speed and quality of the work. I had about a 

dozen people who were there simply because they were interested in the project and 

thought it would be a good experience, plus the promise of a free lunch. Over the next 

two days, my crew and I worked to cut, frame, paint, and erect the structure and floor of 

The Box. I had previously mapped out the footprint of the structure on the floor, and 

installed the projector and focus mirror. By the end of the second day we had a 

completely painted Box, ready for electrical installation. The third day, the Color Webs 

were installed, electrical cables were dropped from the grid in the Oscar Brockett 

Theater, and the process of wiring all the light bulbs began. On Tuesday, day four, 

speakers were placed, and the first lighting and projection tests were done. The remainder 

of the week was spent configuring the control system and finalizing video content once it 

was seen in reality. 
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Illustration 20: The silver metallic floor in place.  

 

Illustration 21: Erecting the walls of The Box.   
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CONTROLLING THE BOX 

 

Knowledge of the technical makes creativity possible. 

-- Josef Svoboda 

 

 

 

Illustration 22: The ETC Ion console and media computer in the Brockett control booth. 

Prior to installation, I had mapped out the exact configuration for programming 

and controlling The Box for live playback. There were two main components: an ETC Ion 

lighting console and a MacPro media computer with two radeon video cards and a quad 

core processor. This media computer was loaded with the main Cycle projection movies, 

each about ten minutes in length. Each movie had the soundtrack embedded within it. I 

used QLab, a piece of software used to cue video and sound, to control the Cycle movies.  
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I programmed QLab to run a continuous loop of the three movies that output to a 

long VGA cable connected to the projector in the catwalk above the structure of The Box. 

The audio was fed from the computer to a sound mixing console in the booth, and was 

routed through XLR cables in the catwalk down to the speakers below. The ETC Ion 

lighting console contains a virtual media server and a pixel mapping engine. This let me 

control the Color Webs by uploading my animated files into the console, and then 

outputting them directly onto a map of the LEDs. I constructed the map on the Ion to 

mirror the long, rectangular shape of the Color Web configuration. Assigning each pixel 

a number, the Ion reads the information contained in the movies and sends a color signal 

to each individual node of the Color Webs.  

 

 

Illustration 23: Screen shot of ETC Ion pixel map engine. 
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Illustration 24: Screen shot of ETC Ion pixel map preview with Green content. 

 

The ETC Ion has a show control time code feature used to fire cues at specific 

times. I used the time code in the Ion to order the playback of the individual Color Web 

movies at specific minutes and seconds that corresponded to the lengths of the Cycle 

movies in the media computer. The light bulbs were also controlled in this way. Using 

lighting cues, special effects, and chases, the light bulb information was programmed into 

the time code in the same way. The total length of the time code reflected the total length 

of the Cycle movies to complete one full loop. When the clock reaches the end of its 

programmed length, it begins again from zero. By resetting the time code on both the Ion 

and the media computer to zero, I could hit a simultaneous GO command on each 
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machine, beginning the master loop. The projected video, Color Web video and light bulb 

cues would endlessly loop. Complete playback of all three Cycles (Red, Blue, then 

Green) lasted about 30 minutes.  

 

 

Illustration 25: Screen shot of ETC Ion show control time code. 
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AUDIENCE INTERACTION AND FEEDBACK 

 

The stylized theater produces a play in such a way that the spectator is compelled to 

employ his imagination creatively in order to fill in those details suggested by the stage 

action. 

-- Vsevolod Meyerhold (1907) 

 

When designing The Box, I wanted to promote an atmosphere of environmental 

permission. Visitors would interpret the imagery and experience The Box however they 

wished. They could enter and leave as they liked, stay for as long as they wished, and 

visit The Box as often as they wanted. There were no instructions on how to enter The 

Box, nor program notes telling the viewer what they would experience or how to read the 

imagery. There was one small sign I felt obligated to post on the door to the theater, 

warning visitors that intense imagery may upset people prone to vertigo. I believe this 

warning notice did more to draw audience members in than warn them away. 

  The nature of the video projection was such that it filled the entire floor inside 

The Box. A viewer could not help but to be part of the projection surface. I placed seating 

in The Box; three small dark gray cube shaped padded stools, and two dark gray bar 

height stools. The fourth wall inside The Box that was not covered in Color Webs became 

a natural area for visitors to gather. Many viewers were content to stay in this area, while 

others boldly sat on the stools or on the floor directly in the projection itself.  

I expected viewers to conduct themselves like visitors to a museum or art gallery; 

a quiet attitude of slowly strolling appreciation marred only by bits of low voiced 
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discussion. There was much of that behavior. To my surprise, there was also dancing, 

acting, lounging on the floor, loud heated discussions, and laughter. Experiencing The 

Box changed with the amount of people inside the structure. Some visitors enjoyed being 

silent in The Box alone, completely immersing themselves in the visual environment 

while in conversation with their own thoughts. A member of the acting faculty found that 

he enjoyed reciting Shakespearean monologues in The Box, using the sound and colored 

imagery to influence his intonation and body movement. There was some modern 

improvised dance as well as visitors simply lying on the floor. Viewers interacted with 

the video in simpler ways as well, such as catching stars in the palms of their hands or 

stomping on bugs on the floor. 

 

 

Illustration 26: Lounging in The Box. 
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Illustration 27: Dancing in The Box. 

 

Illustration 28: Acting in The Box. 
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Receiving feedback from my visitors was tricky. I wanted to uphold the precedent 

I had set by not instructing viewers on how to read the piece, but also receive useful 

information about their experience in The Box. I set up a table in the back of the theater 

that had a large glass jar with a lid. Three black bowls stood by, filled with red, blue, and 

green glass beads. A small sketchbook was on the table as well, with black pens and red, 

blue, and green china markers. I printed out two words in a large size. Next to the jar, a 

piece of paper said “PICK”. Next to the book was read “MARK”. That was the only 

instruction viewers saw during their visit. Also next to the table was a large poster on an 

easel with credits for The Box, and acknowledgements of contributors. 

 

 

Illustration 28: The sketchbook on the feedback table. 
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Illustration 29: The glass jar and beads on the feedback table. 

The audience voted. Final bead count in the jar upon closing The Box was 43 Red, 

49 Green, and 59 Blue, for a total of 151 votes. This vote means nothing. It was not 

monitored in any way for possible “ballot stuffing” and the voters did not even know 

what the votes meant. I am assuming that most viewers chose the color of the Cycle they 

responded to the most. These numbers are curious because the Green Cycle seemed to 

enjoy the most popularity among visitors who approached me directly. The jar of colored 

glass beads was only a tool for me as the creator of The Box to promote interactivity and 

involvement among the viewers. Wild theories abounded: a viewer swore I counted the 

votes every night and changed the order of the Cycles to reflect the colors that were most 

popular the day before. Another viewer, afraid that I would cut his favorite Red Cycle if 
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it didn’t get enough votes, counted the beads himself to make sure it wasn’t losing too 

badly in the polls, and actively campaigned for it among the other visitors. Viewers came 

to anthropomorphize the Cycles and care for them. 

 The feedback book became a canvas. Filled with drawings and written responses, 

it has become a wonderful keepsake. One of my favorite entries was written by AJR, and 

says only “I like to think INSIDE the box.” 

 

 

Illustration 30: Sample page from the feedback book. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 

 

 The Box extended my scope as a lighting design artist. I have honed my skills in 

generating media content and animation, as well as delicate time code programming and 

pixel mapping. By investigating the qualities of light that constitute character and 

narrative, I have transformed my own style of lighting design from a reactive art into 

having a more proactive, generative approach. Often lighting designers can only enrich 

and shape the storytelling already happening on a stage. With The Box, my lighting 

sources were the story itself. They formed the actors, text, and narrative. Aided by the 

audio soundtrack, it became the responsibility of the viewer to humanize the personalities 

of the Cycles. I could predict a viewer’s reaction to my Cycle script, but ultimately the 

task fell on the audience to read the images and personalize the stories. Using the 

audience as an active tool to further my artistic design is a new and exciting concept, one 

which I wish to pursue further as my career progresses. 

The process of conceiving the concept, shaping the content, planning and building 

the structure, programming, producing, marketing, and ultimately fully realizing The Box 

was a challenging one. Never before in my career have I had to fill so many roles in a 

creative process at the same time. In my career thus far as a lighting designer, my artistic 

contribution has been typically a collaborative one. For this project and completion of my 

thesis, I wanted to prove to myself that I could indeed conceive and produce my own 

work. It was difficult to relinquish control of the project. Thankfully, I recognized early 

on in the process that valuable work in the theater cannot be brought to fruition from a 

vacuum. Theater is inherently collaborative. The spectator himself becomes a creator.  
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This resulted in enlisting Eli Fieldsteel as a collaborator and composer. Incorporating his 

keen ear and eye enriched the project immensely without having The Box spiral out of my 

control.  

My time at the University of Texas at Austin has been a rediscovery of my artistic 

voice. Lighting designers often get caught up in the maelstrom of an exponentially 

increasing field of lighting technology, where new and better equipment drives the 

content of the artistic substance of the project. It was tantamount in the making of The 

Box that I did not fall into this trap as lead creator. The content itself needed to drive the 

technological shell that housed The Box and not the other way around. It is of utmost 

importance that I continue this priority of substance over spectacle, even as I stay abreast 

of the technological breakthroughs that occur in lighting and electrical engineering. New 

and improved equipment should be an artistic tool for a lighting designer, not the focus. 

In creating The Box, I made a machine that could tell a story. In making this machine, I 

found my own unique creative voice. 

 

It is not clear who makes and who is made in the relation between human and 

machine. 

-- Donna J. Haraway (1991) 
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Appendix A: The Box Promotional Flyer 
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Appendix B: Color Cycle Script 

Underlined sections have projection 

RED 

INTRO – RED MOTHERBOARD SPARK TO BLACK  0:00 – 38.16 

1. Breathing, web  0:40—1:00 

2. Pulse/blood machine – introduce incand #1, 1:00 – 1:30 

3. Human heart beat – less machine, synchs with incand #1 goes with #2 

4. SPACE FLOAT   web 1:30—2:30 

5. CUT  

6. SUN – web, incand #1 “dawns” 2:30—3:00 

7. Fire spark – web, incand #2 introduced 3:00—3:20 

8. F*CKING incand 1+2, vid and web 3:20—4:20 

9. Birth/blood – vid 4:20—5:20 

10. Flying – vid and web 5:20—5:50 

11. Falling – vid and web 5:50—6:20 

12. Scream – all vids, web 6:20—6:40 

13. DEATH – statics and motherboard blips, system overload 6:40—6:55 

14. Space/float – same as 4 but slower, web 6:55—7:55 

15. Blood/pulse machine – Fading red washes with audio 7:55—8:25 

16. BREATHING web 8:25—8:35 

TOTAL 8:35 
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BLUE 

 

INTRO Blue motherboard  0:00—0:38 

1. Dripping (black) 0:38—0:38 

2. Stirring/awakening –  incand #2 0:58—1:17.13 

3. Ebb/flow waves – vid, web 1:17.13—1:37 

4. OCEAN float – vid, web 1:37—2:30 

5. Swimming (currents) – vid 2:30—3:04 

6. MOON – web 3:04—3:31 

7. Sky/trees – incand #3 3:31—3:51 

8. MAKING LOVE web, 2+3 3:51—5:47 

9. Sperm/milk – vid, web  part of #8 

10. Swimming (currents) –vid, web 5:47—6:47 

11. Drowning – vid part of #10 

12. Silent scream – 76:47—7:14  

13. DEATH web 7:14—7:34 

14. Sink web 7:34—8:54 

15. Implosion/draining  web part of #14 

16. Stirring 8:54—9:25 

17. Dripping  9:25—9:45 

TOTAL 9:45 
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GREEN 

INTRO Green motherboard 0:00—40.00 

1. Wind , web 0:40—1:00 

2. Rain/ the trees – web, incand #3 1:00—1:20 

3. Leaves/the forest  web, 1:20—1:50 

4. TREE TOPS/THE SKY float, web 1:50—2:49 

5. Stillness – sky passes by, web 2:49—3:19 

6. BUGS – incand #1 3:19—3:49 

7. Dawn – 3:49—4:13 

8. PROCREATING web 4:13—5:12 

9. Floating pollen spores web 5:12—6:12 

10. Spinning in circles, web 6:12—8:12 

11. Starving web, part of #10 

12. Long exhale web 8:12—8:32 

13. DEATH 8:32—8:50 

14. Desiccation, web, lots of insects 8:50—10:10 

15. Blowing away web, part of #14 

16. Rain drop web, 10:10—10:40 

17. Forest web, 10:40—11:00 

TOTAL 11:00 
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Appendix C: Technical Drawings: Plate 1:  

Groundplan and Perspective Elevation 
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Appendix D: Technical Drawings: Plate 2: 

Groundplan and Light Plot 
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Appendix E: Technical Drawings: Plate 3: 

Section at Stage Left 
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Appendix F: Technical Drawings: Plate 4: 

Construction Drawings Walls B, C, and D 
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Appendix G: Technical Drawings: Plate 5: 

Construction Drawings Walls A and E 
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Appendix H: Technical Drawings: Plate 6: 

Detail of Incandescent Fixture Placement 
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Appendix I: Shop Order  
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Appendix J: Cost of The Box  
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Glossary 

 

Abstract Narrative: a way of storytelling that relies on imagery and sound instead 

of more traditional expressions of emotion and plot with actors and speech. 

 

Character: a personality that conveys expression, human or not. 

 

Color Webs: lighting equipment made by Chroma Q consisting of LED nodes that 

can be programmed using a special computer designed for lighting fixtures. 

 

ETC Ion lighting console: a specially made computer for controlling lighting 

equipment, providing fully integrated control of conventional and moving lights. 

 

Incandescents: light bulbs that are mounted or hung in The Box. They are of three 

different sizes and three different colors. 

 

Installation: an artistic genre of three-dimensional works that are designed to 

transform the perception of a space. Generally, the term is applied to interior spaces. 

 

LED: A light-emitting diode is a semiconductor light source. 
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Projection: the highest resolution medium of imagery in The Box. The projector is 

mounted above the floor of the box and its light falls onto the floor and viewers below. 

 

Resolution continuum: the spectrum of pixels per square inch in The Box. Highest 

resolution is the projection on the floor. Medium resolution is obtained with the Color 

Webs. Low resolution is the incandescents. 

 

RGB: The RGB color model is an additive color model in which red, green, and 

blue light is added together in various ways to reproduce a broad array of colors. 
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